A HIGH PERFOMING, INTEGRATED
SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE
AESTHETIC DESIGN OPTIONS TO
SUIT YOUR SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS

SOUND-ABSORPTION
SOUND-ISOLATION
DESIGN AESTHETIC

“We continually invest in state-of-the-art machinery,
technology and research, all carried out by our
Research Centre. We strive to develop the best, new
and innovative products for our customers”

Acustica is a Radaelli1967 SpA brand.
The system is made up of finely-machined interlocking
modular boards and panels with sound-absorbing
interconnecting grooves and perforations which
guarantee reduced noise pollution.
Acustica is easy to install thanks to a range of speciallydesigned accessories, making it suitable for a wide range
of uses. The system includes elements for the installation
of swinging, sliding and rotating doors, niches and
containers finished with the same decor, free-standing
partitions, and false ceilings with inset lighting. The wide
range and beauty of the finishes makes Acustica suitable
not only for public rooms and areas such as waiting
rooms, halls, meeting rooms, offices, gyms, libraries,
showrooms, bars and restaurants but also for residential
environments such as home theatres, reading rooms and
lounges. Acustica is certified and guaranteed, and thanks
to its versatility and aesthetics can be used to create
spaces with visual impact and great acoustics.
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Philosophy

We create systems that
integrate with architecture
and incorporate sound
reduction and aesthetic design
to both commercial and
residential liveable spaces.
“Quality life” is a humancentered design focus that
we adopt in all of your projects.
This means that we
have a creative approach to
problem solving by tailoring
you’re exact requirements and
specifications to achieve
the best results possible.
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Projects

Ceiling application with DR-WD planks.
Milan - Italy
Unicredit Pavillon
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Wall and ceiling application with DR-WD
and MI-WD panel.
Milan - Italy
Quarto Oggiaro Church
Rome - Italy
Vatican Auditorium

Wall and ceiling application with MI-WD panel.
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Rome - Italy
BDI - International Congress Centre
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Sound
Absorption

Sound
Isolation

Reduction of sound
energy which is
reflected by the
surfaces in a room.

Absorbs sound
energy which is then
transmitted into an
adjoining air space
or cavity.
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MI-24-WD

MI-24-LQ

MI-24-WD are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

MI-24-LQ are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Custom measurements are available.

Custom measurements are available.

MI-24-WD are composed of fireproof MDF with a
decorative wood surface selected from the range in the
catalogue. The boards are drilled from edge to edge and
grooved along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

MI-24-LQ are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
lacquered surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
The boards are drilled from edge to edge and grooved
along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_High Sound Absorption Surface

_High Sound Absorption Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Planks (DG)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

WALL

CEILING

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

1,00

sound absorption coefficient

1,00

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

Light-resistant
Test method
Criteria or test method

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20

160

250

400

630

αw = 0,70 (M)

Scratch-resistant

Rating according to ISO 11654

Resistant to
cold liquids

1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

αw = 0,65 (L)

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s3.do

E1

Rating according to ISO 11654

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

160

250

400

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

Freq.

Freq.

Rating according to ISO 11654

1,00

0,00

0,00
100

sound absorption coefficient

1,20
sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

CEILING

1,20

Result

Square (SQ)

αw = 0,70 (M)

Rating according to ISO 11654

αw = 0,65 (L)

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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MI-24-LA

MI-IS-WD

MI-24-LA are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

MI-IS-WD are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on only in the front face.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Custom measurements are available.

Custom measurements are available.

MI-24-LA are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
laminate surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
The boards are drilled from edge to edge and grooved
along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

MI-IS-WD are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
wood surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
The boards are drilled from edge to edge and grooved
along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

Supported formats:

_High Sound Absorption Surface

Supported formats:

_Sound absorption surface
_Sound insulating surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Planks (DG)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

CEILING

WALL

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00
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630

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

160
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400

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

αw = 0,70 (M)

60

50

50

40
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0

100
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Rating according to ISO 11654

CEILING

60
1,00
Sound reduction index (dB)

sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

1,20
1,00

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq, and mappy silent cloth.

Sound reduction index (dB)

Test results:

Square (SQ)

Rating according to ISO 11654

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

> 4*

≥ 1.5*

≥ 4*

B.s2.do*

E1

30
20
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3150

Freq. (Hz)

αw = 0,65 (L)

40

Rating according to ISO 717-1

100

200

400

800

1600

3150

Freq. (Hz)

Rw = 29 dB

Rating according to ISO 717-1

Rw = 29 dB

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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MI-IS-LQ

MI-IS-LA

MI-IS-LQ are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on only in the front face.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

MI-IS-LA are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on only in the front face.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm and square of 600x600mm.

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Custom measurements are available.

Custom measurements are available.

MI-IS-LQ are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
lacquered surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
The boards are drilled from edge to edge and grooved
along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

MI-IS-LA are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
laminate surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
The boards are drilled from edge to edge and grooved
along their length back and front.
This combination of holes and grooves absorbs sound,
producing a marvellous level of acoustic comfort.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

Supported formats:

_Sound absorption surface
_Sound insulating surface

Supported formats:

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Planks (DG)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq, and mappy silent cloth.
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CEILING
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50

50
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Rating according to ISO 717-1
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Rw = 29 dB

Sound reduction index (dB)

60

Sound reduction index (dB)

60

Sound reduction index (dB)

Sound reduction index (dB)

Square (SQ)

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq, and mappy silent cloth.

WALL
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_Sound absorption surface
_Sound insulating surface

Rating according to ISO 717-1
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Rw = 29 dB

40

Rating according to ISO 717-1
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Freq. (Hz)

Rw = 29 dB

Rating according to ISO 717-1

Rw = 29 dB
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MI-00-WD

MI-00-LQ

MI-00-WD are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

MI-00-LQ are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3

Custom measurements are available.

Custom measurements are available.

MI-00-WD are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
wood surface selected from the range in the catalogue.

MI-00-LQ are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
lacquered surface selected from the range in the catalogue.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

Supported formats:

_Sound reflective surface

Supported formats:

_Sound reflective surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Light-resistant
Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s3.do

E1

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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MI-00-LA

FINISHES MI collection

MI-00-LA are drilled perpendicular to the thickness and
intersected by milled grooves on the front and rear faces.
Has a thickness of 16 mm, planks standard size of
192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

Wood (WD)

Lacquered (LQ)

Laminate (LA)

01.Rovere naturale

21.Bianco ottico

41.Malta - bianco totale

02.Faggio fiammato

22.Bianco

42.Malta - grigio

03.Palissandro fiammato

23.Corda

43.Fiammato

04.Noce canaletto

24.Mastice

44.Nodi

05.Rovere scuro

25.Tortora

45.Primofiore - beige

06.Ebano

26.Piombo

46.Primofiore - grigio

sample veneers available

available in all RAL or NCS colors

sample available

Grooves dimensions: 14/2 - 28/4 - 13/3 - 9/3
Custom measurements are available.
MI-00-LA are composed of fireproof MDF with a decorative
laminate surface selected from the range in the catalogue.
See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES MI
collection’.

_Sound reflective surface

Supported formats:

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

> 4*

≥ 1.5*

≥ 4*

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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collection

31

32

33

DR-24-WD

DR-24-LQ

DR-24-WD is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

DR-24-LQ is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

The visible part is coated with real wood veneer varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black felt
which dissipates the sound wave.

The visible part, is coated with MDF lacquered varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and
excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black
TNT which dissipates the sound wave.

DR-24-WD has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, the diameter of the micropierced hole
is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

DR-24-LQ has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, the diameter of the micropierced hole
is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

Custom measurements available.

Custom measurements available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_High Sound Absorption Surface

Planks (DG)

Planks (DG)

192x3000mm

192x3000mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

WALL

CEILING

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

1,00

sound absorption coefficient

1,00

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

Light-resistant
Test method
Criteria or test method

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20

160

250

400

630

αw = 0,55

Scratch-resistant

Rating according to ISO 11654

Resistant to
cold liquids

1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

αw = 0,55

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s3.do

E1

Rating according to ISO 11654

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

160

250

400

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

Freq.

Freq.

Rating according to ISO 11654

1,00

0,00

0,00
100

sound absorption coefficient

1,20
sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

CEILING

1,20

Result

_High Sound Absorption Surface

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

αw = 0,55

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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DR-24-LA

DR-09-WD

DR-24-LA is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

DR-09-WD is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

The visible part, is coated with MDF laminate varnished with
UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and excellent
aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black TNT
which dissipates the sound wave.

The visible part is coated with real wood veneer varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black felt
which dissipates the sound wave.

DR-24-LA has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, the diameter of the micropierced hole
is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

DR-09-WD has a thickness of 16mm and square standard
size 600x600mm, and panels of 1000x2500mm, the
diameter of the micropierced hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

Custom measurements available.

Custom measurements available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_High Sound Absorption Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3000mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

WALL

0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20

1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00
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Light-resistant
Test method
Criteria or test method
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1000 1600 2500 4000

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

100

Freq.

Freq.

Rating according to ISO 11654

1,00

0,00
100

1000 1600 2500 4000

sound absorption coefficient

1,00

sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

CEILING

1,20

0,00

Result

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

CEILING

1,20

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

160

250

400

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

αw = 0,55

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

Sound assorbition*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

UNI EN ISO 354

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

UNI EN ISO 11654

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

> 4*

≥ 1.5*

≥ 4*

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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_Medium Sound Absorption Surface

Reference standard

*pending certification.
37

DR-09-LQ

DR-09-LA

DR-09-LQ is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

DR-09-LA is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the
sound waves.

The visible part, is coated with MDF lacquered varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and
excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black
TNT which dissipates the sound wave.

The visible part, is coated with laminate varnished with
UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and excellent
aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black TNT
which dissipates the sound wave.

DR-09-LQ has a thickness of 16mm and square standard
size 600x600mm, and panels of 1000x2500mm, the
diameter of the micropierced hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

DR-09-LA has a thickness of 16mm and square standard
size 600x600mm, and panels of 1000x2500mm, the
diameter of the micropierced hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

Custom measurements available.

Custom measurements available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

Supported formats:

_Medium Sound Absorption Surface

Supported formats:

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

WALL

CEILING

0,80
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0,40
0,20
0,00

1,00

sound absorption coefficient

1,00
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630
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Reference standard
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1000 1600 2500 4000

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

1,00
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100
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Freq.

Rating according to ISO 11654

1,00

0,00
100
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sound absorption coefficient

1,20
sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

CEILING

1,20
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630

100
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160
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αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

αw = 0,55

Rating according to ISO 11654

αw = 0,55

Sound assorbition*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

Sound assorbition*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

UNI EN ISO 354

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

UNI EN ISO 354

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

UNI EN ISO 11654

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

UNI EN ISO 11654

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120

*pending certification.
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_Medium Sound Absorption Surface

Reference standard

*pending certification.
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DR-00-WD

DR-00-LQ

DR-00-WD is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to reflect sound.

DR-00-LQ is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to reflect sound.

The visible part is coated with real wood veneer varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and
excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black
felt which dissipates the sound wave.

The visible part, is coated with MDF lacquered varnished
with UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and
excellent aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black
TNT which dissipates the sound wave.

DR-00-WD has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm, the diameter of the micropierced
hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

DR-00-LQ has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of of 600x600mm, and panels
of 1000x2500mm, the diameter of the micropierced
hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.

Custom measurements available.

Custom measurements available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_Sound Reflective Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3000mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

192x3000mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Reference standard

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120
*pending certification.
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_Sound Reflective Surface

Reference standard

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120
*pending certification.
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FINISHES DR collection

DR-00-LA
DR-00-LA is a panel of fireproof MDF micro pierced on
visible face that ensures the improvement of the acoustic
comfort, thanks to the ability to reflect sound.
The visible part, is coated with laminate varnished with
UV cycle to ensure greater scratch resistance and excellent
aesthetic impact. The reverse is covered with black TNT
which dissipates the sound wave.

Wood (WD)

Lacquered (LQ)

Laminate (LA)

01.Rovere naturale

21.Bianco ottico

41.Malta - bianco totale

02.Faggio fiammato

22.Bianco

42.Malta - grigio

03.Palissandro fiammato

23.Corda

43.Fiammato

04.Noce canaletto

24.Mastice

44.Nodi

05.Rovere scuro

25.Tortora

45.Primofiore - beige

06.Ebano

26.Piombo

46.Primofiore - grigio

sample veneers available

available in all RAL or NCS colors

sample available

DR-00-LA has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of of 600x600mm, and panels
of 1000x2500mm, the diameter of the micropierced
hole is 0,3mm or 0,5mm.
Custom measurements available.
See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES DR
collection’.

Supported formats:

_Sound Reflective Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3000mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Reference standard

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120
*pending certification.
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43

collection

45

46

47

FA-09

FA-00

FA-09 is a panel consisting of three layers of fireproof MDF,
that is micro pierced forming a total thickness of 16 mm.
This ensures the improvement of the acoustic comfort,
thanks to the ability to absorb and dissipate the sound
waves.

FA-00 is a panel consisting of three layers of fireproof MDF,
that is micro pierced forming a total thickness of 16 mm.
This ensures the improvement of the acoustic comfort,
thanks to the ability to reflect the sound waves.
The visible part is coated with flame retardant fabric. The
reverse is covered with black felt which dissipates the sound
wave.

The visible part is coated with flame retardant fabric. The
reverse is covered with black felt which dissipates the sound
wave.

FA-00 has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard size
of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
900x2000mm.

FA-09 has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard size
of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
900x2000mm.

Custom measurements are available.

Custom measurements are available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES FA
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES FA
collection’.

_Medium Sound Absorbtion Surface

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_Sound Reflective Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

900x2000mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

900x2000mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test results:

Test making with polyester fiber: thickness 50mm - density 100kg/mq

WALL

CEILING
sound absorption coefficient

sound absorption coefficient

1,20
1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

1,00
0,80
0,60
0,40
0,20
0,00

100

160

250

400

630

100

1000 1600 2500 4000

160

250

400

Rating according to ISO 11654

Reference standard

630

1000 1600 2500 4000

Freq.

Freq.

αw = 0,40 (L)

Rating according to ISO 11654

αw = 0,35

Sound assorbition*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

Reaction to fire*

Density material

Formaldehyde*

UNI EN ISO 354

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

EN 13823

700 kg/ cubic meter

UNI EN 717-1

UNI EN ISO 11654

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120
*pending certification.
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Reference standard

EN 11925-2

UNI EN 717-2

EN 13501-1

UNI EN 120
*pending certification.
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FINISHES FA collection

Fabric - Steelcut 2

Fabric - Field

ST-0120

FI-0233

ST-0220

FI-0242

ST-0140

FI-0142

ST-0240

FI-0182

ST-0155

FI-0373

ST-0370

FI-0192

Fabric spec.
Field
Composition: 100% TreviraCS
Yarn type: Filament
Width: 140cm
Weight: App. 430 g/lin.m
Class: 1 IM

Steelcut 2
Type: Upholstery 10% nylon
Yarn type: Stapel, worsted
Width: 140 cm
Weight: App. 825 g/lin.m
Class: 1 IM

sample available
50

51

collection

53

54

55

SO-00-WD

SO-00-LQ

SO-00-WD is a real veeners decorative board which has
an aesthetic function that determines an effect without
solution of continuity between the boards themselves.

SO-00-LQ is a lacquered decorative board which has an
aesthetic function that determines an effect without
solution of continuity between the boards themselves.

SO-00-WD has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

SO-00-LQ has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

Custom measurements available.

Custom measurements available.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES SO
collection’.

See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES SO
collection’.

Supported formats:

Supported formats:

_Sound Reflective Surface

_Sound Reflective Surface

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Light-resistant
Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s3.do

E1

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

>4

≥ 1.5

≥4

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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57

SO-00-LA

FINISHES SO collection

SO-00-LA is a laminate decorative board which has an
aesthetic function that determines an effect without
solution of continuity between the boards themselves.
SO-00-LA has a thickness of 16mm and planks standard
size of 192x3600mm, square of 600x600mm, and panels of
1000x2500mm.

Wood (WD)

Lacquered (LQ)

Laminate (LA)

01.Rovere naturale

21.Bianco ottico

41.Malta - bianco totale

02.Faggio fiammato

22.Bianco

42.Malta - grigio

03.Palissandro fiammato

23.Corda

43.Fiammato

04.Noce canaletto

24.Mastice

44.Nodi

05.Rovere scuro

25.Tortora

45.Primofiore - beige

06.Ebano

26.Piombo

46.Primofiore - grigio

sample veneers available

available in all RAL or NCS colors

sample available

Custom measurements available.
See all the available finishes on the page ‘FINISHES SO
collection available’.

_Sound reflective surface

Supported formats:

Planks (DG)

Square (SQ)

Panels (PA)

192x3600mm

600x600mm

1000x2500mm

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

available in custom dimensions

Test method
Criteria or test method
Result

Light-resistant

Scratch-resistant

Resistant to
cold liquids

Fire-resistance
classification

Formaldehyde

UNI EN ISO 187: 2007

UNI 14323U

NI 12720: 1997

EN 13501- 1: 2009

EN 120
EN 717 -2

DEGREE

N

EVALUATION

CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

> 4*

≥ 1.5*

≥ 4*

B.s2.do*

E1

*pending certification. Estimated value.
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59

modular
system

wall
application

24
16

A Solid plank sample
B Drilling plank sample
C Milling plank sample

fastening
assembling

ceiling
application

2

24
38

1

16

3

less
components
more surface

60

360

ceilingmounted
inspection
hatch

61

FICATION

)

TANDARDS

ESSING AND PRODUCTS

obilitati, piallacci,
o e FSC Riciclato.
C 100% e FSC Misto.

nted,
Acustica®
boards,
Recycled. IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARDS
100% andFSC-STD-40
FSC Mix 004 V3.0

SC ® all’indirizzo http://info.fsc.org
C ® at the address http://info.fsc.org
to FSC (o FSC Controlled Wood).
del presente certificato solo quando la
not constitute evidence that a particular
d by the certificate holder can only be
and delivery documents.

FOR THE FOLLOWING PROCESSING AND PRODUCTS

Purchase of fibreboard MDF, glued and fingerjointed, plywood and particleboard, veeners, solid wood boards,
paperboard laminates FSC 100%, FSC Mix and FSC Recycled.
della certificazioneProduction
della gestione della
fibreboard, parts of furniture and mouldings FSC 100% and FSC Mix
subordinati al rispetto dello stesso.

ficazione della gestione della CATENA di
ct to the respect of the same.

The full list of the products groups that are included in the scope of the certificate is available on the database FSC® at the address

ono essere restituite o distrutte.
d or destroyed on http://info.fsc.org
CSI SpA request.

certificate itself
shall be verifiedThis
on http://info.fsc.org

does not constitute evidence that a particular product supplied by the certificate holder is FSC-certified (or FSC
Controlled Wood). Products offered, shipped or sold by the certificate holder can only be considered covered by the scope of this
when the required FSC claim is clearly stated on sales and delivery documents.
The terms of use and validity of this certificate are defined in Regolamento per la concessione e il mantenimento della certificazione
31/07/2022
della gestione della CATENA di CUSTODIA secondo gli STANDARD FSC e per il rilascio delle autorizzazioni all’uso del LOGO FSC and
subject to the respect of the same.
This certificate remains the property of CSI SpA. The certificate and all copies or reproductions of it shall be returned or destroyed on
CSI SpA request.

DATA DI SCADENZA
certificate
EXPIRING
DATE

The validity of this certificate shall be verified on http://info.fsc.org

MDF used respect E1 Class UNE-EN13986.
Formaldehyde emission levels < 8 mg/100 g.

Art direction
SolutionStudio
Graphic
SolutionStudio
Acustica® is a Radaelli1967 Spa commercial brand.
All rights reserved.

Acustica® - Via G. Pascoli, 40
20833 Giussano (MB) - Italy
phone 0039 0362 31831
www.acusticasystem.com

